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0. Introduction 

This article presents a short collection of Crimean Karaim proverbs and sayings 

written down in Cyrillic and Hebrew scripts by Bikenesh Bakkal. Attempt was made 

to correct some mistakes and provide relevant Turkic parallels as much as possible. 

Although a minor corpus of written text may not give the final answer to the question 

of the sound system of Crimean Karaim, the notation of a text in two graphic systems 

gives a unique opportunity to solve some problems. 

1. Crimean Karaim proverbs 

The proverbs of Crimean Karaims are still a little studied topic. They show many 

parallels with the proverbs used by the other Turkic-speaking peoples of the Crimea: 

Tatars, Turks, Urums and Krymchaks. Many proverbs are of Turkish origin. They 

were very popular and frequently copied in 19th century handwritten books called 

mejuma. Proverbs from one or more mejumas were published by Radloff (1896: 216–

234). Radloff’s Crimean Karaim material published in Hebrew script was first dis-

cussed by Samojlovič who established that their number was 470 (2000: 116). Then a 

collection of proverbs was published in Cyrillic script by Kefeli in 1910, later by 

Filonenko in 1929 and 1930.1 The next publication was a collection of 84 proverbs 

gathered by Kokenaj and published by Mardkowicz (Kokenaj 1935). Kokenaj’s 

proverbs were published in an alphabet used by Polish Karaims and accompanied 

with Luck-Halicz Karaim translations or explanations. The editor indicated 33 items 

with an asterisk saying that they had not been published before. Kokenaj certainly 

extracted his proverbs from written sources, probably majumas, for they are arranged 

in order of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. His article contains the proverbs ar-

ranged according to their initial letters, most of them beginning with alef and bet, but 

also some with gimel, he, vav, zain, ḥet and tet. The publication announced the 

continuation in a subsequent issue of Karaj Awazy, which unfortunately has not 

happened. Some proverbs were also published by various authors as samples to their 

studies, e.g. Prik (1976: 184–185). The most voluminous publication of Crimean 

 
1  Unfortunately I have no access to these publications. According to Polkanov (1995: 7), 

Kefeli published 500 proverbs, while Filonenko has supplemented this collection with 143 

and 431 additional proverbs, respectively. 
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Karaim proverbs is Polkanov’s compilation (1995), dedicated to Kokenaj. Polkanov, 

according to his own calculation, published over 1000 proverbs with Russian transla-

tions, classified into a few semantic groups. The translations are for the most part 

exact, but the proverbs are not arranged alphabetically and the publicatian does not 

have any index. Unfortunately, sources of the proverbs are not indicated. Polkanov 

only said that he had used the aforementioned publications as well as proverbs rec-

orded by B. Kokenaj and kept in S. Kuşul’s archives, prepared and partly translated 

by D. Gümüş; collections by A. Polkanov, T. K. and L. Mangubi, A. Balcı; proverbs 

recorded from L. Gabay, I. Dubinski, A. Kalfa, T. Sinani, M. Hafuz, Şapşal’s family 

and Yu. Erinçek. This inconveniences of Polkanov’s edition were intended to be 

improved by Altınkaynak who published them arranged in alphabetical order (2006: 

94–127).2  

The proverbs published by Radloff are grouped into 21 sections according to the 

initial letter of Hebrew script, from alef to shin, the only absent letter being tav, since 

this letter was little used in Crimean Karaim, mostly to render Arabic, Persian or 

Hebrew loanwords. Most of Radloff’s proverbs are typically Turkish and Crimean 

Tatar. It is difficult to find any specific Karaim features in them. Many proverbs 

reflect Muslim reality and thinking and there are such names and words as Allah, 

peygamber ‘prophet’, namaz ‘compulsory prayer’, iman ‘creed’ in them. For in-

stance, the proverb Köp söz Quran’da yaqışır (Radloff 1896: 226) ‘Many words suit 

the Quran’ has nothing in common with Karaim culture; we find similar proverbs in 

Turkish, e.g. Çok söz hamamda yaraşır ‘many words are good in a bath’, Çok söz 

ozanda yaraşır ‘Many words suit a poet’ (cf. Yurtbaşı 1993: 353).  

In contrast, among Western Karaim proverbs there are some characteristic of 

Karaim culture, e.g. such proverbs which contain Hebrew loanwords as jodeja et- ‘to 

demonstrate’ and hasid ‘religious; devout’ (Kokenaj 1935: 20 and 21). As for the 

language, many proverbs are linguistically mixed and demonstrate both Crimean 

Turkish and North-Western Crimean features, mainly Crimean Tatar, but they may 

also be attributed to Karaim, e.g. Tapqanda tay tana, tapmadıqda ne buzov var ne 

tana (Radloff 1896: 225) ‘When you find them, they are like a calf and heifer, when 

you don’t, they are neither calf nor colt’, the equivalent proverb in Kokenaj (1935: 

22) being Bołhanda taj-tana, bołmanda ne taj bar ne tana. 

The question of Western Karaim proverbs is another problem which will not be 

discussed in this article.3 

 
2  Altınkaynak (2006: 94) criticizes Polkanov for ignorance of Karaim and other Turkic 

languages, but his publication is full of all kind of mistakes, including his own Turkish, 

when he writes gargışlar (ibid). Therefore, Altınkaynak’s book may not be recommended 

as a reliable study. 
3  There is a small book on the proverbs of Luck Karaim by Mardkowicz and two articles on 

Troki Karaim proverbs and sayings, see Dubiński (1976, reprinted 1994). Dubiński’s 

article contains 304 proverbs and sayings collected by S. Firkowicz. There is only one 

proverb common to our collection and Troki proverbs, see below. 
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2. Bikenesh Bakkal and her proverbs 

The proverbs of Bikenesh Bakkal were delivered to me by her daughter, Alexandra 

Bakkal.4 They were written down on three sheets of paper, the third sheet being cov-

ered with text in only one third of the recto page. Alexandra Bakkal, born 1920 in 

Bakhchesarai, left the Crimea when she was seven years old. She was living in Mos-

cow in 2000 when I met her. In Jankowski (2003: 111) I said that Alexandra Bakkal 

was the best speaker of Crimean Karaim I ever met, though she had not spoken her 

language for years since she did not have any partner to talk to. Alexandra Bakkal 

reported that she had spoken with her mother in Karaim. Her mother, Bikenesh 

Bakkal, who wrote down the proverbs, was born in 1892 in Bakhcheserai as a daugh-

ter of Isaac Sapak, the hazzan of Bakhchesarai, and Sultan born Kapon. Bikenesh 

Bakkal  died in 1980.5 

The proverbs are numbered from 1 to 31, but their actual number is thirty, since 

item 8 on the first page is empty. On the bottom of page four there are two unnum-

bered sayings which demonstrates that Bikenesh Bakkal had a good intuition or 

knowledge what a proverb is. She probably planned to continue her writing, since 

there is number 32 at the end without any text. 

Most proverbs are meaningful and correct, the wrong ones being items 14, 23 and 

29, of which proverb 14 was reconstructed without doubt. 

Most proverbs are written in both Cyrillic and Hebrew scripts. The basic, larger 

writing is Cyrillic and it is left-justified, while Hebrew is smaller and is right-justi-

fied. Both handwritings are well legible. There are twenty-four proverbs written in 

both Cyrillic and Hebrew. Hebrew is absent from item 16 (it was cut off by copying) 

and final items 26–30, probably unfinished. This also suggests that Bikenesh Bakkal 

first wrote the proverbs in Cyrillic and later in Hebrew, but she could not complete 

the whole work. 

Bikenesh Bakkal’s Cyrillic and Hebrew handwriting is fluent and smooth, but it 

is evident that she did not have any Turkological knowledge. It is clear from the fact 

that she mixed the letters ы and и, e.g. алир for алыр, i.e. alır ‘he will get’, the 

pronunciation alir being very unlikely. She tried to write down the vowels with the 

most equivalent Russian letters, e.g. ü with ю, as in борю ‘wolf.’ However, she was 

unsure in some cases, when she first wrote олуны and then wrongly crossed the letter 

 
4  My best thanks go to Ms Alexandra Bakkal for her hospitality and sharing her mother’s 

proverbs with me. 
5  For genealogical information on Bikenesh Bakkal see   

http://bakkal.kulichki.com/rod/SapakBI.htm (25 June 2013; I owe thanks to Anna Akbike 

Sulimowicz for drawing my attention to this website.) where her grandson, Victor Bakkal 

states that his grandmother knew the Hebrew alphabet and was able to read and write. He 

quotes a short Hebrew prayer that he memorized from her: Барух ата Адонай элоhейну, 

мелех hаолам, hамочи лехем мин hаареч. Эмин ‘Blessed are You, Lord our God, Ruler 

of the universe, who brings forth bread from the earth. Amen’ This is a blessing for lunch 

(Duvan 1890: appendix, 9).  
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у and corrected it with ю. In general she used Russian orthography, e.g. ё for yo, я for 

ya. The vowel ı was always written и after ч and ш. An interesting feature of 

Bikenesh Bakkal’s writing is the use of two Russian letters дч to render c in two 

cases, ёлдчи for yolcı ‘traveller’ and эдчи for eci ‘bitter, sour’. In the latter case she 

copied this to Hebrew when she wrote эдчи and אדצי. This could have been done by 

analogy to writing дж for c, e.g. джанбаз for canbaz ‘acrobat’, as it was adopted for 

the Crimean Tatar alphabet in 1938. However, Bakkal does not use the letter gimel 

with rafe, i.e. an horizontal over-stroke for c at all, she seems to use the letter ṣade 

for both c and ç. 

In most words Bikenesh Bakkal wrote а for ä in non-first syllables, exceptions 

being кетер ‘it will go away’, итер ‘he does’. Sometimes she employed е for a 

short, reduced vowel ĕ, e.g. бер for bĕr ‘one; a, an’ and битерган for bitĕrgen ‘com-

pleted’. 

The only special letter, more exactly diacritical sign, is a grave accent above к, 

i.e. . This sign was used only in the initial part of the text. It is possible that the 

author added it later. 

3. Some notes on the sound system of Crimean Karaim 

Crimean Karaim (CK) is a dead language and there are only a few remarks on its 

phonology from the time when it was still spoken. The questions to be answered are 

the following: (1) did CK possess an opposition between [e] and [ä] and if so, what 

was its character; (2) did CK possess rounded front [ö] and [ü] in all positions; and 

(3) did CK possess front–back vowel harmony. 

The first corpus published by Radloff includes texts transcribed from Hebrew 

script on the basis of Katyk’s reading (Radloff 1896: 241–408). This evidence gives 

a negative answer to question (1) and positive answers to questions (2) and (3). Rad-

loff wrote only [ä], including words in which some Turkic languages have the 

opposition [e] : [ä] e.g. дäji ‘in order’, гäџä ‘night’, äмiш ‘(it) probably was’ (p. 241) 

and wäрiр ‘(he) gives’ (p. 242). Although the existence of open [ä] in some positions, 

e.g. дäji is unlikely, Radloff probably assessed that there is no phonological distinc-

tion between various variants of /e/ and transcribed all them with <ä>.  

The next portion of texts was recorded by B. Eliaszewicz (Eliashevich) at the end 

of the 19th century and published by Zajączkowski (1939). Unfortunately, the origi-

nal notation in Cyrillic script was transcribed by the editor into a Turkological sys-

tem, though based on the original notation (Zajączkowski 1939: 40). However, it is 

unlikely that such a reliable scholar as Zajączkowski would have changed the rule of 

equivalency arbitrarily and we think we can rely on his transcription. On the basis of 

these texts the answers are the same as above, but: (1) instead of <ä>, Zajączkowski 

writes <e>; (2) he observes the change [ö] and [ü] →[o] and [u] in the same positions 

as in Crimean Tatar. 

It is very interesting what Prik, the author of the single grammar of Crimean 

Karaim, says about this. Her grammar was published in 1976, but completed in 1949 
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when there were still some good and active speakers of Crimean Karaim. Notably, 

Prik established the set of eight vowels as in Standard Turkish and Crimean Tatar 

(Prik 1976: 25). She says that the variant of initial /e/ is more retracted than in Turk-

ish, while in final stressed position it is more open and resembles Azerbaijanian <ə>, 

e.g. нә ‘what’, уьштә ‘well, then’. After palato-velar (mid-tongue) consonants, /e/ is 

retracted, but it does not form a phonological opposition, e.g. эркэн ‘early’, йэнгэ 

‘aunt’ (Prik 1976: 25–26). 

This is probably why the Crimean Karaims traditionally indicated the more open 

and more retracted variety of /e/ in non-first syllables with pataḥ, i.e. with the sign 

used for /a/. Even if they transcribed the texts into a Latin alphabet, they used the 

letter a for rendering this vowel, see such notation as özan ‘river’, keładżakga ‘for 

the future’ (Kokenaj 1935: 19). The problem of the notation of /e/ with pataḥ was 

discussed in Sulimowicz (1972: 46–48) and Jankowski (1994 and 1997: 7–8). 

Sulimowicz’s conclusion is that the vowel marked with pataḥ must have been /a/ or 

slightly different from it, whereas Jankowski’s argument is that it was more open and 

retracted. To retain this phonetic difference, in Jankowski (1997) the first-syllable 

variant of /e/ was rendered <e>, while in non-first syllables it was rendered <ä>. One 

of Jankowski’s arguments (1994: 111, with reference to Harviainen 1991: 183–184) 

was that in old Babilonian and Palestinian Karaite tradition pataḥ and segol were 

used interchangeably. 

As is evident from the examples written in Cyrillic script below in section 4, front 

Turkic words which have <e> in non-first syllables are in Bikenesh Bakkal’s prov-

erbs mostly written with <a>, except итер (one occurrence, Hb. mistakenly ’’ṭr), 

кетер (Hb. kyṭ’r) and огей (no Hb. notation), the latter obviously affected by [j] 

which has a fronting impact. 

At this point it is important to note that the high variant of /e/, written in Cyrillic 

script as <э> or <е>, in Hebrew script is mostly written not with an alef, but with a 

yud including words in which /i/ is absolutely out of question, e.g.  хер – ḥyr (her), 

сен – syn (sen), келиним – kylynm (kelinim), келир – gylyr (kelir). In the absolute 

initial, /e/ is usually written with <’y> in Hebrew, while in Cyrillic with either <э> or 

<и>, e.g. эки (eki) and итер (etär), exceptionally with <’>, e.g. итмак, Hb. <’tm’k> 

(etmäk). 

As for the consonants, the forms in Cyrillic adhere more to North-Western Tur-

kic, whereas those in Hebrew script are closer to South-Western Turkic (Turkish). 

Firstly, there are some cases of marking velar [ñ] with nun/gimel + three dots above, 

as in Arabic script, e.g. ювсан, Hb. <ywḇs’ŋ>, though it is rare and there are some 

mistakes, e.g. <’wlsyŋ> for olsın. Secondly, in many words Cyrillic initial к- corre-

sponds to Hebrew <g->, e.g. келип and <gylyp> (kelip : gelip), кетер and <gyd’r> 

(keter : gider). Thirdly, the verb ‘to become; to be’ has mostly the form <’w-> in 

Hebrew, whereas in Cyrillic it is more frequently b-, e.g. in (11): болса, болсын, 

болмаса, болсун : <bwls’>, <’wlsyŋ>, <’wlm’s’>, <’wlsyŋ>. 

In conclusion we may risk to say that the Hebrew writing of Crimean Karaims 

developed under the influence of the writing in Arabic script as used for Turkish and 
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Crimean Tatar. The essence of this development was copying the Ottoman Turkish 

standard. In contrast, Cyrillic script which was first employed in the second half of 

the 19th century was not affected by Turkish standard, since the Crimean Karaims in 

contacts with the Russian administration used Russian, not Turkish. Moreover, Cyril-

lic writing could have been associated with other Turkic languages of Russia not 

influenced by Turkish as much as Crimean Tatar, e.g. Noghai. We may also reckon 

with some impact of Russian scholars who worked on Turkic languages. 

4. The proverbs 

The proverbs are provided below with subsequent numbers which differ a little from 

the original numbering. It is because number 8 is empty, as said above. There are 

also two unnumbered sayings. 

[Page 1] 

(1) алпа  ярашмаз 

 

Alışman başqa qalpaq yaraşmaz 

‘A cap does not fit a head that is not accustomed to it’. 

This proverb is listed in Prik’s grammar (1976: 185), Алышман башкъа къалпакъ 

йарашмаз and a similar one is found in Polkanov (1995: 63), Алышман котке 

кончэк йарашмаз ‘Trousers do not fit buttocks which are not accustomed to them’. 

The latter variant is also recorded in Dobruja Tatar, Alışmagan kötte ıştan turmaz 

(Ülküsal 1970: 17, Ali et al. 1980: 237, Mahmut & Mahmut 1997: 151) ‘Trousers do 

not suit buttocks which are not accustomed to them’. 

It is unknown if the over-stroke above the letter <к> indicates its velar or fricative 

pronunciation. The form alışman is contracted from alışmağan ‘not accustomed’. 

(2) Эки джанбаз бир епта ойнамаз 

 

Eki canbaz bir yiptä oynamaz 

‘Two acrobats cannot perform on the same rope’. 

This proverb was provided by Kokenaj (1935: 20), Eky dżambaz byr jypta ojnamaz. 

It is well-known in Turkish (Yurtbaşı 1993: 28) from which it spread into the Cri-

mea. Polkanov (1995: 56) provides it in the same form Эки джамбаз бир йиптэ 

ойнамаз. It is also recorded in Dobruja Tatar, Ekî cambaz bîr cîpte oynamaz 

(Mahmut & Mahmut 1997: 163) and formerly by Ali et al. (1980: 265) in another 

spelling. 

(3)  

 

Bir yaqşı bĕr yaman kelip ketär 

‘One good and one wrong come and go’. 
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This seems to be a riddle, not a proverb, but no equivalent could be found in the 

sources available. 

The numeral ‘one’ has two forms in the Cyrillic writing, бир and бер which 

shows uncertainness how to write the lowered, lax [ɪ ] variety of /i/. 

(4) Бир алма{да}, да эдчи алма 

 

Bir alma da eci alma 

‘One apple and it is a sour apple’. 

Both the Cyrillic and Hebrew texts show some corrections and one да in the text 

written in Cyrillic script is unnecessary. Polkanov (1995: 63) wrote this proverb in 

the form Бир алма – эччи алма. 

(5) Борю, борю бабан ёлы била юру 

 

Börü, börü baban yolu bilä6 yürü 

‘Wolf, wolf, walk your father’s way’. 

A similar proverb is provided by Radloff (1896: 218), Börü, börü atañ yolu ile yürü, 

another similar one by Polkanov (1995: 16), Бору, бору, ананъ-бабанъ йолындан 

йуру i.e. Börü, börü anañ-babañ yolından yürü. 

(6) Земан земанга уймаса, сен земанга уй 

 

Zeman [saña] uymasa, sen zemanğa uy 

‘If the times do not suit you, it is you who has to suit the time’. 

It seems that the correct form of this proverb should be established as it is evidenced 

in Polkanov (1995: 23) Заман санъа уймаса замангъа уй, in Dobruja Tatar, Zaman 

saga uymasa sen zamanga uy (Ülküsal 1970: 98, Ali et al. 1980: 324), and in Turk-

ish, Zaman sana uymazsa sen zamana uy (Yurtbaşı 1993: 65). However, quite 

surprisingly the same form is attested to in Kokenaj, i.e. Zaman zamanga ujmasa, sen 

zamanga uj (1935: 22) ‘If the time does not fit the time, it is you who has to suit the 

time’. 

(7) Тах-тах итар тахтачик иш битерган ахчичик 

 

Taq-taq etär tahtaçıq, iş bitĕrgän ahçaçıq 

‘He knocks on the board, the job is done by money’. 

There is a similar proverb in Radloff (1896: 234), Şaq şaq eder nalçaçıq, iş bittiren 

ahçaçıq ‘The iron tip clacks and the coin completed the job’. The sense of this say-

ing is not quite clear, the initial part is onomatopoeic and imitates a knocking or 

clacking voice issued by wood and metal, respectively, while the second part says 

 
6  The form bile of the postposition bilen is rare, though it is listed in KRPS (117). The 

Turkish-influenced Karaim texts in the Crimea have ilen. 
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about a small coin which completed a job. No similar proverb was found in other 

Turkic languages. 

The Cyrillic spelling <Тах-тах> suggests the reading tax-tax, but the stop conso-

nant [q] is more natural in final position. 

(8) Эки ана бер бала ода олган будала 

 

Eki ana bĕr bala o da olğan budala 

‘Wherever there are two mothers, the child is stupid’. 

A slightly different proverb is found in Polkanov (1995: 20) Эки анада бир бала, о 

да будала. The word budala ‘stupid’ is Turkish (borrowed from Arabic), but the 

word bala which rhymes with it is Kipchak, therefore this proverb may be a Crimean 

brand. 

(9) Ёлдчи ёлина ярашир 

 

Yolcı yolına yaraşır 

‘The traveller conforms to his journey’. 

In Polkanov’s collection there are two similar proverbs, one of which is almost 

identical, Йолджи йолда йарашир (1995: 59). It is also recorded in Urum, Йолжу 

йолға йарашый (Garkavec 1999: 135) and in Noghai, Йолавшы йолга ярасар 

(Akmanbetov 1991: 35). 

 

[Page 2] 

(10) Кизим са айтам, келиным сен анла 

 

Qızım [saa] aytam, kelinim sen anla. 

‘I speak to you, my daughter; and you, my daughter-in-law, have to understand’. 

A similar proverb is encountered in Polkanov (1995: 18) Къызым, санъа эйтем, 

кэлиным сэн эшит, it is also known in Urum (Garkavec 1999: 107) Хызым, саңа 

айтайым, т'елиним, сен ишт. The difference is that in our proverb the daughter-in-

law is admonished to ‘understand’, whereas in the quoted forms to ‘listen’. There is 

also an equivalent Turkish proverb, see Aksoy (1965: 240) who provides three forms 

of the verb, dinle ‘listen’, işit ‘hear’ and anla ‘understand’: Kızım sana söylüyorum, 

gelinim sen dinle (işit, anla). The variant with the verb anla- is also known in Troki 

Karaim,  (Dubiński 1994: 242). Ali et al. (1980: 292) 

provide the variant Kîzîm saga aytaman, kelíním sen tînla, which is also found in 

Mahmut & Mahmut (1997: 171) in a different spelling. 

The verb ‘I speak; I say’ has the form айтам in Cyrillic script, whereas in He-

brew script it has the letter yud for the second syllable which may suggest the vowel 

[i] or [e]. It may be an erroneous spelling for ayttım ‘I said’. 
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(11) Балан болса шок болсын, шок болмаса ёк болсун 

 

Balan bolsa, şoq bolsın, şoq bolmasa yoq bolsun 

‘If you have a boy, he must be vigorous, if not, it is better you had not any’. 

Polkanov (1995: 20) provides a variant of this proverb Улунъ болса шокъ болсын, 

шокъ болмаса йокъ болсын, the difference being that instead of balañ ‘your child; 

your boy; your son’ it has the more specific noun uluñ ‘you son’. A similar proverb is 

also known in Crimean Tatar, Oğluñ olsa — şoq olsun, şoq olmasa — yoq olsun 

(Bekirov 1975: 261) and Dobruja Tatar, Uluñ bolsa şulk bolsun şulk bolmasa cok 

bolsun (Ülküsal 1970: 92). 

The most striking difference between the two scripts is the form bolsun in Cyrillic 

and olsın in Hebrew. For this reason, the establishment of a single variant is impossi-

ble. 

(12) Ёгарга бак та фикир ит ашага бак та шукур ит 

 

Yoğarğa baq ta fikir et, aşağa baq ta şükür et 

‘Look up and think, look down and thank’. 

In Polkanov (1995: 26) a similar proverb has the form Кумине бакъ та фикир эт, 

кумине бакъ та шукур эт. Instead of ‘up’ and ‘down’, there is the pronoun küm 

‘who’ in Polkanov’s variant. 

(13) Яманга яман итмак хер адамнын ишидир, яманга яхши итмак эр адамны[н] 

ишидыр 

 

Yamanğa yaman etmäk her adamnın işidir, yamanğa yahşı etmäk er adamnın işidir. 

‘Anyone can return wrong for wrong, but it must be a virtuous man to return good for 

wrong’. 

No equivalent proverb could be found in any Turkic language of the Crimea, but 

there is an exactly opposite proverb in Noghai, Яхшылыкка — яхшылык, аьр 

кисидинъ иси ди, яманлыкка — яманлык, эр кисидинъ иси ди (Akmanbetov 1991: 

18), i.e. ‘Anyone can return good for good, but it is only man who can return wrong 

for wrong’, and in Turkish, İyiliğe iyilik her kişinin, kötülüğe iyilik er kişinin karı 

(Yurtbaşı 1993: 171), i.e. ‘Anyone can return good for good, but it is only the act of 

(a virtuous) man to return good for wrong’. 

(14)  

 

Qulaysıznı qoynına alsan, qolı aya[ğı] çıqar da qa[lı]r 

‘If you take to bed with one who is clumsy, his hands and legs will show’. 

This proverb was written down in a corrupt form. Bikenesh Bakkal apparently did 

not understand it and transformed the two words ayağı and qalır to two meaningless 

words ayar and qar to catch the rhyme. Polkanov (1995: 62) lists this proverb in a 

proper form Къолайсызны къойнынгъа алсанъ, колы айагъы чыкарда калыр.  
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(15) Ягмурда явса, денизга явар 

 

Yağmur da yavsa, denizgä yavar 

‘If it rains, it rains on the sea’. 

An identical proverb is found in Polkanov (1995: 68) Йагмур-да йавса дэнызгэ 

йавар. 

(16) Бабан анан бар босун авзу тили ёк олсун 

Baban, anan bar bosun, avzu tili yoq olsun 

‘May your parents be, may they have neither mouths nor tongues’, i.e. ‘it is good to 

have parents, but it is not good when they reprimand you’. 

No similar proverb is evidenced in other languages. 
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(17) Делига таш алма, алырда башина урар 

 

Deligä taş a[t]ma, alır da başına urar 

‘Don’t throw a stone at a fool, he will grasp it and throw it at your head’. 

There is a similar Turkish proverb Deliye taş atma, başını yarar (Aksoy 1965: 97) 

‘Don’t throw a stone at a fool, he will injure your head’. 

The verb alma in both scripts does not make much sense. As the corresponding 

Turkish proverb shows, the verb atma ‘don’t throw’ is more reasonable. 

(18) Эшак осурган, котина оп калан 

 

Eşäk osurğan kötünä [öpkälän] 

‘The donkey farted and grew angry at its rear’. 

This proverb is present in Kokenaj’s collection (1935: 20) in the form Ecky osyryp 

kotuna opkalan. Polkanov’s (1995: 63) corresponding proverb is the following: Эчки 

осурып, котэнэ опкэлэн (опкэлэр) ‘The goat farted and grew angry at its rear’. The 

verb öpkelen is contracted from öpkelegen, as alışman ← alışmağan, see above.  

There is a difference between the form in Hebrew and Cyrillic writing. The form 

in Hebrew repeats the word osurğan instead of öpkälän. 

(19) Ёгарга тукурсан башина тушар, аша тукурсан сакалина тушар 

 

Yoğarğa tükürsäñ başına tüşär, aşağa tükürsäñ saqalına tüşär 

‘If you spit up, it will fall on your head, if you spit down, it will fall on your beard’. 

Aksoy (1965: 158) provides a similar proverb which he terms saying, Aşağı tükürsem 

sakal (-ım), yukarı tükürsem bıyık (-ım) ‘If I spit down, (my) beard, if I spit up (my) 

moustache’. Another similar proverb may be quoted from Noghai, Йогарга 

туькирме, оьзинъе туьсер (Akmenbetov 1991: 84) ‘Don’t spit up, it will fall on 

you’, but it is only one half of our form. 
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(20) Ачма сырын достина, достын да досты бар ода ачар достына 

 

Açma sırın dostuna, dostuñ da dostu bar, o da açar dostuna 

‘Don’t tell your secret to your friend, he also has a friend and he will tell it to his friend’. 

A variant of this proverb was recorded by Radloff (1896: 230),‘Açma sırıñ dostuña, 

dostuñnıñ da dostı vardır, dese gerek dostuna. As is evident, this is a Turkish variant. 

Polkanov (1995: 40) lists another one: Сырынъ болса эйтмэ достына, достынъ 

досты болур, о-да созлэр достына. This proverb is also known in Turkish: Sırrını 

açma (açma sırrını) dostuna (dostunun dostu vardır) o da söyler dostuna (Aksoy 

1965: 129) and Açma sırrını dostuna, dostunun dostu vardır o da söyler dostuna 

(Yurtbaşı 1993: 154). 

(21) Алты яшинда конакка олтмыш яшында карт келир 

 

Altı yaşında qonaqqa altmış yaşında qart kelir 

‘A sixty years old guest visits a six years old boy’. 

No similar proverb could be found. The meaning of it is probably that a young boy or 

girl must reckon with the visit of an old man. It is also possible that it is a riddle. 

The word олтмыш is written mistakenly for алтмыш, but the form in Hebrew 

script is correct. 

 

[Page 4] 

(22) Бир олюны7 чок ювсан я осурур я сычар 

 

Bir ölini çoq yuvsañ ya osurur, ya sıçar 

‘If you bathe a dead man too much, he will fart or shit’. 

There is a Turkish proverb similar in meaning, Bir ölüyü çok yursan, abdestini bozar  

‘If you bathe a dead man too much, he will relieve himself’.8 

(23) алдына бар да арадан чек 

 

Aldına bar da, aradan çek 

‘Go ahead and take away what is in between’. 

This proverb seems to be corrupt and its sense is not quite clear. No similar proverb 

has been found in other sources. 

(24) Эчки берган кой алир, хич берман не алир 

 

Eçki bergän qoy alır, hiç bermän ne alır 

‘He who gave a goat, will get a sheep; what will get who gave nothing’. 

 
7  Corrected from олуны. 
8  My thanks go to Dr. Birsel Karakoç for suggesting this reading and providing its Turkish 

parallel.  
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An identical proverb was recorded by Ülküsal (1970: 40) and Mahmut & Mahmut 

(1997: 165), Eşki bergen koy alır, eş bermegen ne alır?, and a slightly different one 

by Polkanov, Эчки берген къой алыр, бирши бермеген не алыр? (1995: 27). The 

single difference between the two versions is hiç ‘nothing’ and bir şiy ← bir şey 

which means the same in a negative sentence. This proverb is provided by Radloff 

(1896: 226) in the Turkish form Keçiyi veren qoy alır, hiç vermeyen ne alır.  

Bermän is contracted from bermägän, cf. alışman and öpkälän. 

(25)  

 

Qorqaq bazırgyan ne kyär etär, ne zarar 

‘The timid merchant makes neither loss nor profit’. 

This proverb is listed in Polkanov (1995: 65), Къоркъак базырйан, нэ кйар этэр нэ 

зарар. It is also known in Turkish in slightly different versions, e.g. Korkak bezirgân 

ne kâr eder, ne zıyan (Aksoy 1965: 119) and Korkak tüccar ne kâr eder ne zarar 

(Yurtbaşı 1993: 55). 

(26) Соруп келсан, сой чигарсин 

Sorup kelsän soy çığarsın 

‘If you ask, you will find (one’s) lineage’. 

No similar proverb could be found in the sources available. The change çıkar → 

çığar demonstrates lenition in verb stems, typical of North-Western languages as 

opposed to Turkish and other South-Western Turkic languages. 

(27) Парасин веран дудуги чалар 

Parasın verän düdügi çalar 

‘He who gives the money blows the whistle’, cf. English He who pays the piper may 

call the tune. 

This proverb is recorded in Radloff (1896: 231), Parayı veren düdügi çalar. It is a 

well-known Turkish proverb, cf. Parayı veren düdüğü çalar (Aksoy 1965: 126, Yurt-

başı 1993: 279). Polkanov (1995: 41) provides it in a Kipchak, but corrupt form as 

Парасы бэргэнынэ дуду чала. There is also a Dobruja Tatar version listed by 

Mahmut & Mahmut, Paranı bergen düdükten şalır (1997: 177). 

(28) Сыйламасан да хорлама 

Sıylamasan da horlama 

‘If you do not respect, do not despise’. 

This is a saying, not proverb, and it sounds like an exemplar. It is obviously of Cri-

mean origin, either Karaim or Crimean Tatar. 

[Saying 1] Ана-баба куну (беспорядок) 

Ana-baba künü  

‘A state of great mess or confusion’.  
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As is seen, Bikenesh Bakkal provided the Russian meaning of this saying, i.e. 

беспорядок ‘mess’. 

There is an identical Turkish saying ana baba günü (Redhouse 60). 

[Saying 2] Хияр туршусу (ничего подобного) 

Xıyar turşusu 

‘Not at all’.  

The meaning of this idiom is also provided in Russian ничего подобного ‘id’. 

 

[Page 5] 

(29) ?[б]елина камуч[у] тутур[чи] конили пустур[чи] 

?Belinä kamuçu tuttur[çı], [könlin buzdurçı] 

?‘Put the whip on your belt and hurt your feelings’. 

This proverb is noted in an erroneous form and the reconstruction is tentative. It 

could not be identified with any proverb known in contact languages. 

(30) Тую шорбан токлугу - огей анан достлугу. 

Tüy şorbanıñ toqluğu, ögey ana[nı]ñ dostluğu 

‘Satiation that gives you millet soup is like a friendship (love) that the stepmother gives 

you’. 

A similar version of this verb may be found in Polkanov (1995: 40) Тую шор-

басынынъ токълыгъы, къайнанынъ достлыгъы. The two versions differ in one 

word, ögey ana ‘stepmother’ in the former and ‘mother-in-law’ in the latter. The 

word tüy ‘millet’ is absent from KRPS, but is evidenced in Crimean Tatar (Useinov 

2005: 272 where the name of this soup is given as tüy şorbası) and also in Crimean 

Karaim, see tüy şorba ‘millet soup’ in Aqtay & Jankowski (to appear). In our text 

this word occurs as тую which renders tüyü. This form is strange, but it is evidenced 

in Krimchak as тÿю (Rebi 2004: 186). Still another variant was recorded in Dobruja 

Tatar by Ülküsal (1970: 90) Tüy şorbanıñ toqlugu, cengemnıñ doslugu ‘Satiation that 

gives you millet soup is like a friendship (love) that the sister-in-law gives you’ and 

by Tüy şorbanıñ toklıgı, cengemnîñ maga dostlıgı (Mahmut & Mahmut 1997: 182). 
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